
MATTING SYSTEMS
MAT PRO & SANDIMAT®



Anti-Crack Mat:
5997
Use with BeavaMat Jointing Tape SKU 6002

Anti-Crack Mat PRO:
6000
Use with BeavaMat Jointing Tape SKU 6002

SANDIMAT®:
5999
Use with Mega Tape SKU 5855
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Anti-Crack Mat PRO Build Up

Tile

Single Part Flexible Adhesive
(Using a 10mm Notched Trowel)

Beava Anti-Crack Mat PRO

Single Part Flexible Adhesive
(Using a 4mm Notched Trowel)

Substrate
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Why professionals choose 
Beava® Matting Systems

®

the task at hand while you move on to the next step.

Why use matting systems before tiling?

When you are laying expensive new tiles the last thing you want is for those tiles to crack from movement 
underneath. Using a matting will help to reduce the chances of faults occurring, meaning your tiles and 

replace it 6 months down the line.

The Beava® Matting Options

Anti-Crack Mat:

Anti-Crack Mat PRO:
Designed to waterproof and protect tile installations from cracked substrates and lateral movement

SANDIMAT®:

Anti-Crack Mat Anti-Crack
Mat PRO SANDIMAT®

Heating Yes Yes Yes

For use in 
Wetrooms/Bathrooms Yes Yes

Allows for moisture Yes Yes
Can be loose laid Yes

Waterproof Yes Yes
Crack Bridging Yes Yes Yes
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Product Data | Beava® Anti-Crack Mat

What is Beava® Anti-Crack Mat?
Anti-Crack Mat is a thin, waterproof, anti-crack membrane that is quick and easy to install. Anti-Crack Mat 
can be used within a range of applications helping to accommodate for the lateral movement in substrates. 

reduce cracks through the soft polyethylene material.

Why Use Beava® Anti-Crack Mat?
Anti-Crack Mat is ideal as a base for tiles as it helps to reduce the chances of cracked grout or tiles by 

Anti-Crack Mat is 
ideal for use in wet and dry environments as it is waterproof and can be used in conjunction with anhydrate 

: Ideal for use in wet areas when movement is common
Designed for movement:

Thin: Anti-Crack Mat is only 2mm thick, so there is no unwanted height build up

Technical Information
Anti-Crack Mat Sku: 5997

Colour Blue/White

Thickness 2mm

Width 1m

Length 20m

Area per roll 20m2

Weight 13kg

Additional products required Beava® Mat Jointing Tape SKU: 6002

Property Requirement Performance

Fungus and Micro-organism resistance The membrane shall not  
support mould growth

Pass

Seam strength 16lb./2 inch 36lb./2 inch

Breaking strength 170 psi 1084 psi

Dimensional stability  0.7% maximum length change Pass

Waterproofness No moisture penetration Pass

7-day shear strength 50psi 88 psi

7-day water immersion shear strength 50psi 84 psi

Application Areas
-

ment boards, tile backer boards and calcium sulphate screeds. N.B. Anti-Crack Mat should be put down 

without guarantee since the conditions of use are beyond our control. Goods are supplied subject to the terms and conditions of sale, a copy of which is available on request.
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Product Data | Beava® Anti-Crack Mat PRO

What is Beava® Anti-Crack Mat PRO?
Anti-Crack Mat is a premium matting system designed to waterproof and protect tile installations from 
cracked substrates and lateral movement.

Why Use Beava® Anti-Crack Mat PRO?
Anti-Crack Mat PRO is the step up from Anti-Crack Mat.
underside means Anti-Crack Mat PRO is an ideal option to use with most substrates and applications. Like 
Anti-Crack Mat, Anti-Crack Mat PRO
evenly distribute heavy loads, meaning cracking tiles and grout are a thing of the past.

De-coupling: Due to the “dimpled” structure Anti-Crack Mat PRO allows for movement between the 
substrate and tiles, eliminating a major cause of cracking of grout and tiles

The dimpled plastic layer of Anti-Crack Mat PRO protects substrates from moisture 
Vapour management: The dimples allow for moisture or vapour to escape the substrate which, if left, 
could cause damage
Increased Mass: Due to more adhesive being used which improves stability

Technical Information
Anti-Crack Mat PRO Sku: 6000

Colour Blue

Thickness 4mm

Width 1m

Length 30m

Area per roll 30m2

Weight 19kg

Additional products required Beava® Mat Jointing Tape SKU: 6002

Material

Items

Requirements

Performance
Diaphragm 
thickness
<0.8mm

Diaphragm 
thickness
0.8mm-
1.0mm

Diaphragm 
thickness
≥1.0mm

Tensile strength/N/CM) ≥ 40 56 72 67.4N/CM

Breaking elongation/%  ≥ 25 35 50 92%

without guarantee since the conditions of use are beyond our control. Goods are supplied subject to the terms and conditions of sale, a copy of which is available on request.
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Standard Fixing Installation - All matting Systems

Step 1

be entirely free from ‘bounce’ movement, and all boards screwed 
down.
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Step 2
Prime the substrate with SBR Primer, diluted 1 part SBR to 3 parts 
water. 

Step 3 

tile adhesive, spread the adhesive in a 1m width and lay matting 
onto the adhesive, ensuring there are no voids. Lay Sandimat and/or 
Anti-Crack Mat ensuring text side is facing upwards, or lay Anti-Crack 
Mat PRO with the plastic dimpled side facing upwards. Lay the rest 
of the matting, keeping all joints as tight as possible, staggering 
end joints. 

Step 4
Once the tile adhesive has hardened, tape all joints with Jointing 
tape, to prevent disturbance of the products isolating effect.

Step 5
Then tiles can be laid over the matting in the normal manner, using a 
good quality flexible tile adhesive. 



Did you know...
The Romans built their roads 
with a layer of sand at the base. 
They knew that sand was a good 
foundation. It not only allowed 
for movement under the road 
but also evenly distributed 
heavy loads without the surface 
layer becoming damaged.

They knew that movement 
would be reduced when a 
layer of sand was added to the 
foundations of the road.

The same principle is true even 
today. SANDIMAT® makes use 
of this ancient technique to help 
remove lateral movement in the 
substrate - meaning no more 
cracking grout or tiles. 

Craig Sellers
Professional Tiler Since 1987
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Beava® SANDIMAT®

SANDIMAT® standard 
than any other decoupling mat

What is SANDIMAT®?

Why use SANDIMAT®?

Quick to Install: -

you make up to a 25% saving on tile adhesive

Thin: SANDIMAT® is only 1.3mm thick, so it prevents any unwanted height build up

Easy To Handle: SANDIMAT®  comes in compact, 15m2 rolls, that are easy to transport and carry

Technical Information
SANDIMAT® Sku: 5999

Colour Sand

Thickness 1.3mm +/- 0.1mm

Width 1000mm

Length 15000mm

Area per roll 15m2

Weight 1.35kg per m2

Footfall sound improvement approx. 9dB

• Do not apply when temperature is below 5°C or above 30°C
• Use on cement screed as soon as it can be walked on, for heated screeds follow manufacturer’s    
  recommendations
• Store SANDIMAT® on end
•SANDIMAT® can be used on anhydrite screeds when the moisture content is at 3% 

recommendations and suggestions are made without guarantee since the conditions of use are beyond our control. Goods are supplied 
subject to the terms and conditions of sale, a copy of which is available on request. 
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Loose Lay Fixing Installation - SANDIMAT®

Step 1
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Step 2
Roll SANDIMAT® out ensuring the writing is face up. Roll out from the 

and be sure to leave a 6mm movement joint around the perimeter.

Step 3 
Tape all edges using STS Mega tape - ensuring it is stuck fast and 
secure to both sides.

Step 4

using a min 12mm notched trowel. Min S1 adhesive, S2 is recommended 

Step 5

Make sure you follow all manufacturers installation guidelines and 
instructions with regards to the adhesive, and adhere to all applicable 
industry standards.
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Associated Products

STS reccommend the use of the following Beava Joint Sealing Tapes with our Beava matting solutions. 
Although it’s not a necessity would recomend our customers use the below items as they have been tried 
and tested alongside the Matting Solutions - each is manufactured to support one another and created 
systems that work cohesively.

Matting Products
Anti-Crack Mat SKU CODE: 5997
Anti-Crack Mat PRO SKU CODE: 6000
Beava SANDIMAT®: 5999

Jointing Tapes
BeavaMat Jointing Tape
Our new BeavaMat Jointing Tape is the perfect accompaniment for our Anti-Crack Mat and Anti-Crack 
Mat PRO. Water resistant and easy to apply - it does exactly what it says on the tin and you can tile on top 
as soon as your adhesive is dry. This tape is included with every purchase of the Beava Anti-Crack Mat & 
Anti-Crack Mat PRO.

Mega Tape 

SANDIMAT®.

Mega Tape SKU Code: 5855
For use with SANDIMAT®

BeavaMat Jointing Tape SKU Code: 6002
For use with Beava Anti-Crack Mat &  

Anti-Crack Mat PRO
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FOR SALES OR ADVICE ON INSTALLATION
CALL: 0800 0094 354 OR VISIT:
LINES OPEN: 




